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1. Introduction 
In a conservative treatment of water wave tronsfannation due to decreasing 
water depth the wave period T is assumed to be a constant value, whereas 
wave heights H, lengths L and phase velocities c change. 
In addition to this it is well known that real surface waves continuously change 
form as they proceed into shallower water in such a way that on one hand they 
get increasingly asymmetric (BIESEL, 1951 ; PATRICK and WIEGEL, 1956 ; 
ADEYMO, 1968 ; IWAGAKI, SAKAI and KAWASHIMA, 1973 ; FUHRBOTER, 
1974) and on the other hand the initial waves "decompose" into several smal­
ler and shorter water level deflexions called solitons (MULTER and GALVIN, 
1967 ; MADSEN and MEI, 1969 ; ZABUSKY and GALVIN, 1971 ; GAlVIN 
19m. 
As, however, soli tons can not be considered in using a wave analysis based on 
the zero-up-crossing or similar evaluation techniques this kind of evaluation 
method appeared to be rather questionable to be opplied to measurements in 
the near shore area, in particular because the derived mean wave period tur­
ned out to be increasing with the water depth decreasing, see Fig. 1. 
This phenomenon con, however, be regarded os true, since it also appeared in 
measured near shore wave spectro particularly in the surf zone (SUSCHING, 
1974 and 1976), see Fig. 2 and in the swash zone (SONU, PETTIGREWand 
FREDERICKS, 1974). 
Since this effect could only be described for a long time, now the author is 
convinced to have regognized a mechanism of theoretical wave transformation 
which was not considered in the post in this respect and moreover only 
with reference to frequency shifts due to tidal streams (BARBER and URSELL, 
1948) . 
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Fig. 2 	 Normalized energy spectra of surf waves at distances of 85 m 
and 100 m from the shore of the isle of SYLT plotted in a 
linear and logarithmic presentation respectively 
Fortunately this kind of phenomena can be explained without any speculation 
or unknown theory on the basis of DOPPLER's principle and the problematic 
nature of the following treatment of water wave transformations and derived 
phenomena can be regarded os 0 sort of analogy to the interpretation of the 
red shift in extra-galactic' nebulae by HUBBLE (1929) with reference to the 
well known theory of on expanding universe. 
2. The DOPPLER-EFFECT as a reoson far water wove transformations 
In accordance with the terminology of DOPPLERS's principle let 0 wove 
spectrum G~o~o (f) or 0 representative wave period To be assigned to a 
source of vibrations (transmitter or wove generator) at 0 distance of x from 
o 
the shore, whereas 0 wove measuring station (receiver) is located at 0 poii­
tion denoted x, see Fig. 3. 
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Contrary to the actual definition of DOPPLER's principle the following ideo 
is, however, not based on 0 transmitter moving with reference to a fixed 
receiver but vice verso it is proceeded on the assumption of a variable 
.. transmitting velocity" (wave propagation velocity) whereas transmitter and 
receiver are stationary. 
This kind of velocity changes of surface gravity waves can be due to 
0) the influence of underwater bathymetry os defined 
theoretically by various dispersion relationships ond 
b) accelerated currents of any kind superimposed on the 
actual wove kinematics. 
In general both influences will be important for transitional and shallow 
water conditions, whereos underwater bathymetry of course can be neglected 
on deep water. 
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If there is a velocity gradient between positions x and x with the result of 
o 
a lower phase velocity c(x} I it can be inferred that less oscillations (waves) 
will arrive at the receiver during a time unit as if c C were constant. 
o 
The wave length radiated from the transmitter 
Co 
La To (1 ) 
appear.; to be elongated by 
Co + IIC 
(2) 
i. e., the wave Iength measured by the receiver is 
(3)L(x) Co + llC) r1 + IIC) 
o 
Furthermore it is 
C(x) Co llC i llC = Co - c(xl (4) 
and as a result from (3) and (4) it is found at position x 
C(x) f c(xl (5)fix) = LW f o 2c - C(Xl
o Co + IIC o 
If the frequency shift is defined by 
/If = f{xl - fa (6) 
we get 
2(c(x) ­
M fa =c(i) (7) 
or in the form of a dimensionless frequency shift 
llf 2(c(x) - co) (8) 
~ 2c - c(x)o 
Accordingly II f can be positive or negative depending on 
(90)2C > e(x) > Co o 
or 
(9b)2e < c(x) < Co 
a 
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For an accelerated movement referring to position Xo the following system of 
equations can be written down: 
• bt2 (10)
X b; X bt + co; X -z- + cot 
If time is eliminated from 
(11 )x c(xl bt + Co 
it resul~ 
(12)e()() + 2bx 
Inserted in (8) in genera I we get for knawn accelerotions b 
(13) 
with finite real positive frequency shifts for 
2 2 
3 "0 (14 al
- q < b < 3 
and finite reol negative frequency shifts for 
2 2 

3 
 Co eo and (14 b) 
'4 2x>b:>--zx­
2 (14 c) 3 
<: b
"2" 
For the time being in the following the influence of underwater bothymetry 
shall be considered only with respect to the first order dispe1"sion relation­
which describes a so-called normal dispersion 
de :> de <: respectively (15)d[ - 0 and (ff - 0 
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This dispersion is given reference to the coordinate x os follows 
c{x) = l(x) . f(x) ,. h{~t: (.9!:.1& tanh [2;:(j)]) 1/2 (16)TTXT 2" X 
and it is plotted in Fig. 4 in the frequency range 0" F < 0.5 Hz os 0 
fami Iy of curves c(f) marked by the parameter of the water depth d on 
the left hand side. 
(7) becomes 
2 [ 1.9.!::.!.& ta h [ 21t1(i)] - C ]V 211 n l x 0 
flf " f (17) 
o 2 Co - /9J#l tanh [2~(H)] 
and with reference to 0 constant slope (see Fig. 5) defined by 
d lv) x -x 
y n '" tona ~ or d(x)-_o_- (18) 
xo - x n 
respectively we get 
'gl(x) 2'1!(x "xl 
2 [ l/¥ tanh [ n • ~(x)]- co] 
M fo (19)
2 c _ /9 : L(~) 2'1!1x -if 
o 211 tanh [ 0 1n • L(x) 
As there ore c(x) and f(x) still contained in (17) and (19) because 
L(x) = ff~1 and ~f =f(x) - fo (20) 
a consistent solution cannot be given ot present. 
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This can, however, eosily be obtained for small values of d(x)/L(x) , pro­
vided that 
21ld 2nd 
tan h L L (21 ) 
at 
de _ de 0 
(IT-d[ 
 (22) 
With reference to Fig. 5 the ,hallow water equation is 
c(x) = Igd(X)' /~- (x - xl . (23) 
n 0 
yielding in this case frequency shifts 
2 (/gd(x>, - co) 
M (24) 
~ '" 2 e - Igd(x)
o 
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and 
2 { 
M (25) 
2 Co - n (xo - x) 
At water depth in line with positive x-direction it is obvious that 
negative frequency shifts (red shifts) will be obtained for 
x < Xo 
(26 al ,~nd 
whereas positive frequency shifts (blue shifts) will result 'at increasing water 
depth for 
(26 b) 
- 3x < x < 0 
o 
Furthermore red shifts could be expected, too at 
3x > X (26 c)o 
if the shallow water equation were icable at this x-range, however, this 
is not the case. 
If in eqlXltion (l?) and (18) reference is made to deep water con­
di/ions characterized by 
9 (2?) 
frequency shifts can also be determined for transitional water depth conditions 
from 
i\f f-fo fo (g-lTf9ddl - 2) (28) o 
provided that an estimate is made at fint. 
The solution..is also contained in Fig. 4 in the farm of a second family of 
curve5 wi th the parameter f0 
c " lTfo(*:fo) 
(29) 
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Subscript 0 denotes once more wave parameter.s on deep water. 

The diagram can be used not only for the determination of red shifts at de­

creasing water depth but also vice ver.sa, and moreover between any two 

positions on 0 wave beam provided that the respective water depths ore knwon. 

Concerning the later case the frequency shift is 
Mf(d /d ) 6f(d Id ) .. 6f(d Id ) 	 (30)1	 2 o 2 0 1
ond furthermore 
1 ]Mf(d /d ) 	 (31 ) 1 2 fog [cj-..--,;-.;r0 • C ( d ' f 2 ) 9-,,·fo·C(d • f )Z 1 1
with d > d and fa = frequency on deep water.l 2 
The treatment of I imiting values yields : 
J. 	 With the input frequency (initial frequency) f, = f0 approaching 
null, the frequency shift becomes also null and 
2. 	 with the frequency f, fo approaching infinity the 
frequency shift gets infinite, too. 
frequencies in between correspond to finite frequency shifts 

at decreasing water depth, red shifts with a final frequency 

ff = 0 and 

at increasing water depth, blue shifts with a final frequency 
f ~ 

f 2" Co 

As the two families of curves in Fig. 4 do not form isogonal traiectories but 
0intersect with angles 00 < '( < 180 , the frequency shift varies with water 
depth. In general input frequencies; assigned by maximum frequency shifts, 
increase wifh the water depth decreasing. 
For example, if there is a given representative wave period T I '" 10 sec 
or frequency fl '" 0.1 Hz respectively at a water depth dl = 20 rn, an output 
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00049348 25/02/2013
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frequency f2 0.067 H:z can be determined at the water depth d " 10 m2 
by starting from the point [fl = 0.1 Hz i c(d '" 10 mlJ following thel 
trend of wave beams (family of curves 11) until the curve c(d 10 m)2 
(of the set of curve$ I) will be reached. 
At this range of water depths (20 m.::. d .::. 10 m) input frequencies 
fj '" 0 .05 Hz < 0.1 Hz and fl '" 0.2 Hz > 0.1 Hz are assigned by smaller 
frequency shifts, whereas at a range of water depth 3 m > d " 2 m maximum 
frequency shifts belong to input frequencies fI .. 0.25 Hz and fr " 0.2 Hz 
for wave propagation along with increasing or decreasing water depth respecti­
vely. 
3. Conclusion 
As is well known the dispersion relationship represented by the family of 
curves I in Fig. 4 describes a so-called normal dispersion. If, however, 
a frequency shift is considered an anomalous dispersion (dc/df:> 0 or 
dc / d L <: 0 respectively) turns out (family of curves 11). Actually an anoma­
lous dispersion is in occordance with the author's previous findings from ana­
lyses of measuring data (from the surf zone on the isle of SYLT/North Sea) in 
the time domain (with reference to a wave beam) as wefl os from evaluations 
in the frequency domoin (with reference to the phose velocity components 
of deformed waves), see SUsCHING (1978 a, 1978 b, 1979). 
Controry to the conservative treatment of theoretical wove transformation this 
leads to increasing wave length with the water depth decreasing and more­
over 011 frequency components tend to opproach frequency null, which corres-­
ponds to the state of rest. 
Inserting f = c/L into (29) delivers the family of curves 1I with reference to 
wave length L 
9 - Irf 2l (32)o 
c 
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and furthermore (32) e<juoted with (16) yields the corrected dispersion 
relat ionshi p 
-. 
e =L . f=t-l -;;t tanh ¥l; (33) 
o 0 
As expected the respective limiting values of this e<juotion are in accordance 
with that of (16) : 
at deep water conditions, there is 
9 T (33 c)zn1­c 
o -z;-0 2n 0 
and at shallow woter conditions, there is 
c (33 b) 
With 
de f 2nd 41ld ] (34)
- "2fL tanh -Lof 1 - 4ndo L·sinh T 
the RAYLEIGH-relationship of group velocity is, however, 
de [ f 41fd 1]
C "c - L • "ilL = C 1 +Zr [ 1 - T . 4nd (35) 
G 0 slnh T 
or shorten ed 
C = n • e (36 c)G 
with 
n I f (1 4nd -1_-J+2r -T (36 b)
o 4nd
sinh T 
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Provided that 	f " f0' now it is on deep water 
f 3 
n 	 (37)+ er '" '2" 
o 
(as it is true 	 to capillary waves), whereas in shallow water at the condition 
d c / d L = 0 	we get 
n 	 (38) 
In view of the 	fact that the present treatment is based on an energy transfer 
from one port 	of the spectrum into another, now it is questionable, whether 
the wave energy is still progressing with the group velocity c or not,G 
If this were the case, the thesis of energy flux conservation could be applied 
in the form 
H2 . L . c konst. 	 (39)G 
yielding a relotion with the wove heights by the following corrected shooling 
coeffici ent 
H Lo ~ g/3f:
KSK ~~L vil'-f .~ vrnr 
o 
In the case of wave progress in Iine with decreasing water depth the result 
would be an increase of wove heights 0 n d lengths at the some time and 
thus on increasing wove energy in the coostword direction. In order to cir­
cumvent this kind of difficulties for the time being the thesis of energy con­
servation is directly oppl ied on a wove beam of width I m with respect to 
Iinear wave theory 
P 
 (41 )
• L konst.E 
Provided that energy losses need not be considered the change of wave fH~igh" 
with reference to deep water conditions is governed by 
~ . I a . - Ho /g . f~d)' (42)
H(d) Ho Vrr3T Ho TO 211c()oT{d) - r2110c{)
o 
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and in general the relationship between wove heights at any two positions on 
o wove beam is 
H2 _ ~Hj_'1'1-::-'1 	 (43)_ 	 T1 f~~ 
Hence, at an anomalous dispersion along a wave beam progressing into shal­
lower 	water the wave height decreases with the wove length and period increa­
sing, 	 whereas the contrary behaviour would turn out at wave progress into 
deeper water. 
Thus in the case of finite water depth the theoretical wave transformation con 

be based completely on the data of Fig. 4. 

In reality, however, the oppearance of a distinct anomalous dispersion depends 

on the coincident presence of some importont additional effects. 

In particular the respective: phenomena can obviously be amplified or com­

pensated locally by superimp,!sed accelerated currents; it clearly turns out 

from equation (7) that velocity differences need only be small 10 produce a 

considerable frequency shift. 

For example in the lower port of Fig. 6 there ore shown some spectra which 

are measured synchronously 01 positions 100 m and 85 m from the shore. 

If the respective sets of spectra ore connected with the coast normal compo­

nent of the mean residual velocities measured at Pas. 85 m (see middle part 

of Fig. 6) it can actually be seen that the frequency shift is modulated. 

In the present case it seems that the frequency shift is 

a. 	 amplified in correspondence with a seaward directed residual 
current at Pas. 85 m (d. first set of spectra) 
b. 	 affected minimal in correspondence with minimal residual currents 
(ef. second set of spectra) and 
c. 	 overcompensated by a coastward directed residual current 
(d. third set of spectra). 
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Fig. 6 	 Modulation of the frequency shift by superimposed accelerated 
residual currents with respect to the onshore-offshore direction 
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As, however, a synchronous measurement of velocities at Pos. 100 m unFortuna­
tely is not available at the time being a final conclusion can not be drown 
in this respect. 
Furthermore the influence of bottom friction is responsible for significant chan­
ges at decreasing relative ~oter depth d,lL especially right next seaward of the 
wave breaking po.ition. 
Those effects will be studied in detail in future investigations. 
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5. Abstract 
Steadily increasing wove periods in the upbeach direction out from 
strip chart registrations) as well as a red shift (resulting from frequency damain 
evaluations) both ore in accordance with a theoretical treatment of water wave 
transformation based on DOPPLER's 
As a consequence, with the water decreasing the transformation along a 
wave beam is associated with an >lnomalous dispersion relationshi p also con­
taining the frequency os a parameter. 
It con be expected thot the respective findings can present a better basis for 
the estimation of the still persisting influences on wave transformation i 
in particular bottom friction. 
6. 
Auswertungen von synchron aufgezeichneten WosserspiegeJouslenkungen (Well en}, 
die im kUstennohen Bereich vor der Insel SYLT vorgenommen wurden, haben 
sowohl im Zeitbereich als ouch im Frequenzbereich U.o. dos Ergebnis einer 
mit abnehmender Wassertiefe verbundenen Wellenperiodenzunahme gezeigt. 
Diese im Gegensotz zur ubi ichen Betrachtung der Well enverforrnung stehende 
Erscheinung wird unter Anwendung des DOPPLER-Prinzips auf die Dispersions­
relation erster Ordnung als sogenannte "Rotverschiebung" erklart. 
Infolgedessen liegt bezUgl ich der thearetischen Well entransformation entlang 
eines "Wellenslrohls" eine onomole Dispersion vor, die frequenzobhangig is!. 
Es wird erwartet, doll die vorliegende Untersuchung insbesondere eine Grund­
loge dofUr sein kann, den Einflut1 def Bodenreibung auf die Wellenbewegung 
van onderen Einflullgrtjl1en zu trennen. 
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